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CRADLE
 
 

A mantle of grey sets upon
the ageing day, resting its
heaviness above the
living bodies just as
the dormant, requiring
no greeting nor rise
from the slumbers but from
those who still are moved,
who still must listen
to the sorrowful cry of
the tearing day.
It lets fall into their spirals
the damp reminder of
its truth, caring to instil
into those who still
have not found epilogue
the faint value of
breath; how it kneels
before the spirit's
eternity.
 
It falls, tapping its song,
announcing its unwillingness
to succumb to the drop;
its premeditated
return to the crib that
awaits beyond
life.

 
(poem by Erin Rizzato Devlin, combined with image no. 1: ‘Cradle’ by Emir Elisa Rizzato)
 
 
 

SACRED SOIL
 

 
 



 
 
 
A holy mountain called home
seeps into the burnt, blonde
blanket of fields that lie
upon the earth.
She hands out her heart in
a handful of figs, exposing
the bloody seeds of
their pulp; in the distant bark
of stray dogs looking for
someone to quench
their solitude.
She holds the black hands
of farmers, the ancient
lovers who belong
to her more than their
summer fields gripped
upon the back of
the land, like a fearful child
holds on to her
father's shoulders.
She is the breath of a
faint insect screaming into
the night, she makes
the moss sing its hopeful
songs, she is the shoulders
of giant that man must
stand on to
see himself.
 
(poem by Erin Rizzato Devlin, combined with image no. 2: ‘Figs’ by Emir Elisa Rizzato)
 
 
 
 

OFF AND AWAY
 
 
 
 
 

She comes in waves, she
brings the crashing howl of
the sea and the peaceful
silence that resides under
the cave of a tree.
She survives the pollution



She survives the pollution
of vanity and greed,
the pretension of owning
what cannot belong;
She keeps a solitude
as frugal and rare
as is precious.
She comes and goes,
the mother of all things,
like the spring of youth and
the fear of time that
brings forth wild
fires and fireflies.
 
(poem by Erin Rizzato Devlin, combined with image no. 3: ‘Oysters’ by Emir Elisa Rizzato)
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE ARCTIC
 
 
 
 
 
The ongoing tragedy of global
warming manifests itself most
evidently in the Arctic regions which,
in conjunction with rapid sea ice
retreat, warm more rapidly than
anywhere else in the world. The
consequences of this are not only
anthropocentric or biocentric, meaning
they condition human, socio-economic
activities and local species, but they
affect the entire ecology in which
single creatures are embedded. For this
reason, as the anthropogenically-
induced issue affects the whole
ecosystem, it requires not just a
scientific but also an ethical analysis.

       

When we are aware that the actions of man can transform the environment, we must realise
that not only the landscape, with all its internal relationships, conditions and resources are
changing; but also the interrelations of different ecologies that lie adjacent to each
other. When the carbon footprint of a car speeding through the European countryside
has the power to impact the entire ecosystem of a different continent, and our society is
fully aware and scientifically informed of its causality links and repercussions, then
action must not be separated from responsibility. In the words of José Saramago, perhaps



action must not be separated from responsibility. In the words of José Saramago, perhaps
‘’without responsibility we don’t even deserve to exist’’, especially if the responsibility we
should endorse is of this calibre.
 
In our planet, only 3% of the entire water mass is non-salty, and 70% of this small percentage
is frozen, in the form of glaciers or ice sheets such as Greenland and Antartica which are on
land (95%) and of floating sea ice in the ocean (5%). As the global temperatures rise
however, sea ice will be the first to melt as it is in direct contact with warming waters,
causing the dispersion of entire natural habitats for a great amount of sea creatures and polar
mammals, as well as ocean dwelling animals such as narwhal, beluga and bowhead. As the
Arctic regions are shrinking, many energy and oil companies are also reaching further north
to undergo practices known as ‘seismic blasting’, where high air pressure blasts are made to
explode every 10 seconds underwater (every single day during the ice free season), to search
for oil deposits beneath the sea floor. This is extremely harmful to the ecosystem’s creatures
that use sound to communicate and to the overall equilibrium that is affected by their
disorientation and shift in habits. Although the sea ice might not cause any emergent rise in
sea levels, the danger comes when land-based ice begins to melt, which could possibly rise
the level to 70 meters higher.
As well as this, the presence of great white ice continents helps reflect the sunlight into space.
If these melt, the warmth will be absorbed by the dark masses of land and ocean water. The
oceans are currently mitigated by a set of currents that help carry nutrients and chemicals
because of the differences in saltiness of areas. These currents are crucial to all sorts of sea
creatures, but also contribute to climatise the lands; for this reason crops and mass agriculture
will have to be relocated to appropriate climates.
 
However, not only the wildlife and the flora are affected, but also indigenous humans are
seeing their landscape transmuted by recent changes. The Inuit, for instance, have settled and
practiced a hunter-gatherer life in Canada for millennia. In 1939, these peoples were affected
by the government’s decision to impose Canadian laws (and the respective punishments) on
the native population, further impacting the original lifestyle with occupation during WWII
due to the strategic position of their land. In the 1950s, the adoption of Western manners was
bartered with the presence on the land, and the Inuit population was stripped of its nomadic
traditions and forced to adapt to imported infrastructures. This led to the Inuit becoming the
indigenous people most endangered by food insecurity in the developed world. The local
stores in fact, exploit their sporadic presence to increase normal prices ridiculously. As well
as this, oil and gas explorations remain a constant possibility and threat in the area.
Furthermore, the anti-seismic legal battle against a 5 year project that was approved in 2014,
without appropriate consultation of locals, was delayed by the residents of Clyde River in
2017, yet the practice still remains a common danger all over the world.
 
Once more, not just climate indifference, but also deliberate environmental harm in the
name of the economy, steps over the fundamental rights and legitimacy of indigenous
peoples, who have built a way of life deeply embedded in the natural surrounding
world. Yet should we respect their rights to the land only because these people seem to be the
most endangered by the consequences of environmental change?
In fact, along with this tight dependence on the land, comes the necessary and often implicit
development of a land ethic, which determines limitations on the freedom of action in the
name of survival and symbiosis with nature, which is profoundly lacking from our landscape
of stone and concrete. This ethic and connection with the land creates a deep relation
with place and a further great ability to easily adapt to the changes in the environment
because of the deeply embedded habit of listening to its voice. For this reason rapid
climate change may not necessarily create insurmountable difficulties for indigenous people
in general, who are part of the environment and therefore are spontaneously prepared to
change with it.
On the other hand, our modern world which is nurtured with an overwhelming amount of
information, we are still lacking the natural wisdom that comes with recognising and caring
for one’s environment, and that has been annihilated by the sheer greed of wealth. 
Our measure of success should transcend profit and rather look to become the most
compatible with our nature, finding a land ethic of our own that also enables us to recognise
and respect the autonomy of others. 
 



 
 
 
2.

THINKING LIKE A MOUNTAIN
 
 
 
 
As the breathing creatures of our planet
lose their forests of presence, and
human beings are atomised into
disconnected entities, the world is still
being held together by the giants who
bury their roots into the very soil we
build upon each day. Trees are the big,
friendly creatures that keep not just
humans, but also the rest of the
environment alive and healthy through
their regenerative and creative
force. However, this great example of
selflessness has not been given the
appreciation it deserves, and as a
species we fail to reciprocate the
gesture and extend it to other creatures.

In an age where the hungry stomach of economy is driving our world, deforestation and
habitat fragmentation are dangerously soaring and increasing the risks of disease pandemics,
the Amazon is still burning, forests in many warm regions are weakening as much as barrier
reefs and the planet is swarming with conservation refugees who have been displaced from
their lands to ‘’protect’’ the naturality of a territory.
 
As members of the natural family, we must learn to view ourselves as constituent components
of the environment, rather than consider ourselves as the unnatural beast or the dominating
demiurge. We should instead be deeply concerned with designing a lifestyle that promotes
not just conservation, which often leads to the irrational separation of man from his land, but
also the preservation of natural spaces, and the native creatures that inhabit them, including
humans, in order to leave them untouched. This model is founded on the philosophical
basis of ecocentrism, a doctrine of ethical considerations that focuses on the well-being
of ecosystems, and the interacting and interdependent relationships of its biodiversity,
rather than privileging one community of beings over another.
The ecocentric model, as defined by Aldo Leopold, is based on the habit of ‘thinking like a
mountain’, whereby human actions are able to cause an unbalance in the system as a whole,
and as a consequence, for instance, deer can become more dangerous than wolfs because they
produce profound ecological changes to the local flora. When considering the management of
nature from a human-interest perspective, this may ultimately lead to the ‘shooting of Indian
wild dogs to preserve deer, and simultaneously the shooting of deer to preserve trees’, as
described by philosopher Stephen Clark. In order not to pose this unnatural and demanding
responsibility into the hands of mankind, which is nothing but a simple part of the whole, we
should allow for a spontaneous symbiosis to take place.  
 
As Aldo Leopold, the father of conservationism, formulated in his grand opus ‘Land
Ethic’, an ethic is a ‘limitation on freedom of action in the struggle for existence’. Our
ultimate aim, therefore, is not to live a sustainable life isolated from the rest of the world
which remains untouched, but rather to live in such a human way that is embedded within our
environment. Our environmental struggle for this reason, must not be considered as an issue
of paternalist and controlling salvation of other beings, but it should be moved by the
ontological realisation that we are grappling with our very survival. What we must do is
transcend ourselves, and think like the earth.
 
 



 
 
3.

AN ETHIC TO
AESTHETIC: WHY
CARING MUST
BECOME A FASHION
 
In recent times, the clothing
industry has developed a
new modality that is referred
to as ‘fast fashion’. The
extreme haste in the sale and
dissemination of items,
however, has left behind the
constituent parts of the
supply chain, which include
the very human hands that
are involved in the
production of each pair of
socks and every t-shirt, as
well as the environment
providing essential materials
such as fabric and dye.
 With the term ‘fast fashion’
we define all retailers that
are alluringly cheap, reliant
on slave labour and with no
environmental concern in the
course of production. These
brands rapidly transport the
latest trends from Spring and
Autumn Fashion Weeks into
the mass-market to feed the
insatiable and everchanging
taste of their consumers. Yet
the recent history of fast
fashion has rushed and
strived only in recent years.

 

 

In the 1950s, the price of a ready-made dress could have been as expensive as £4 (£140 in
current currency), whilst it is now possible to find one for only £10. This deflation, followed
by the unconscious devaluation of labour involved, has brought individuals in the
Global North to buy twice as many clothes as they did only 15 years ago. Whilst the
problems that inhabit the Western society are mostly those of sexism and objectification, the
Global South, mostly including lower income populations, has not only economic but also
deeply societal issues such as child labour, extremely heavy schedules (up to 14-16 hours per
day, 7 days a week), legal restrictions on any unionist action and issues regarding low wages,
sometimes reduced to 1/5 of a legal minimum wage. The inability to politically have a say in
the workplace combined with the threat of job loss or debt makes the situation of garment
workers precarious. In Third World countries, 60 to 80% of family income is spent on food,
and every 20% increase in food prices pushes a hundred million people into the poorest
condition, living with less than a dollar per day.
 
Our purchases rarely involve ethical engagement with members of the supply chain which
include farmers, spinners, weavers, tailors, finishers and packers, but are focused on the mere
aesthetic quality of items. We should always remember that everything is somebody’s work,
and our aesthetic should ultimately aim to reflect an ethic stance.
Whilst the West is exceeding its biological capacities, and people are filling their
wardrobes with items they may not have the time to ever wear, the Third World is
dealing with the consequences of overconsumption, attempting to respond to the
deranged demands of requestors. As well as all the economic discriminations to which the



deranged demands of requestors. As well as all the economic discriminations to which the
West is often blind, as retailers mostly delegate all ethical responsibilities to suppliers, the
fashion industry is one of the first concerning gender discrimination, as women count as 80%
of the total 75 million garment workers in the world.
For many reasons therefore, it is necessary to realise that fashion has not always been fast and
that the situation could possibly be different.
 
On a global perspective, the fashion industry is the second most polluting industry in
the world, after oil companies. In fact, greenhouse emissions exceed those by international
flights and shipping combined, freshwater consumption is the largest on the planet, and cheap
clothes are responsible for 35% of all microplastics found in the ocean which are released by
the garments when washed.
For instance, one of the most harmful textile systems is the leather industry, which demands
an enormous quantity of water, uses many chemicals to convert skin into the final product,
and has no concern for animal welfare. On an environmental perspective, the leather industry
has become increasingly more dangerous to local areas. A clear example the Brazilian
government who, after declaring its desire to increase its presence in the global beef market
by 2020, had already occupied more of the Amazon rainforest in 2006. For this reason, after
the Brazilian government was exposed for expanding herds and profiting from the destruction
of a natural rainforest by also supporting illegal ranchers, Amazonian leather was boycotted
temporarily by brands such as Nike and Adidas. Although the link between retailers’
demands and the production are separate but closely intertwined, brands should be
always held accountable of the ethical choices they make, rather than being allowed to
constantly distance themselves from the responsibility that is often outsourced to the
supplier.
 
The two main materials involved in the garment industry are polyester and cotton, which
involve more than 80% of all fibre production. Although cotton is referred to as the most
‘sustainable’ material in fast fashion, its cultivation in monocultures requires a serious
amount of agrochemicals and pesticides, that according to World Health Organisation, can
poison and cause between 20,000 and 40,000 cotton workers to die each year. In addition, the
more complex the production, the more water it demands; in this case, up to 11,000 – 20,000
litres of water are necessary to achieve a kilogram of finished cotton, which is enough for a
pair of jeans.
As well as this, more chemicals are usually required for fabrics and dye, which in the past
were often coloured with onion skin, native plants, beetroot such as in the production of the
traditional Scottish tweed, which reflected and included the biodiversity of local and regional
flora. According to the Fashion Pact however, today 60% of our clothing is constituted by
plastic.
 
A new strain of fashion is slowly emerging and finding its place in the market, in spite of
higher prices that serve to pay the costs of labour, a higher quality of materials and an
economic difficulty due to lesser demands. For this reason, cheap prices often translate into
invisible costs that someone else is paying up for in our place. We must always be aware
that following our desires does not always coincide with freedom. When we decide not
only to consider sustainable options to fulfil our requirements, but begin to question our
requirements themselves, we will find that often buying less is better than buying carefully. If
we begin to consider the possibility of donating, swapping, recycling and repairing our
clothes, we will be able to move towards the model of a sustainable, circular economy in the
realisation that we are not actually sacrificing a thing.
 
 
4.

IRE OF THE ETERNAL
FEMININE
 
 
The very soil from which we
sprout, as a biological human
species, has been one of the most
plundered and disputed lands



plundered and disputed lands
throughout human history,
incarnated by the female struggle
for liberty against the
explorations of man. In fact,
within the thick network of
power relations and oppressions,
the female strings seem to be
those that sing the loudest,
throwing an ever-lasting cry into
the gulf of the coming days. In
the context of this dure and
repressive tolerance which,
although seemingly legitimised,
still does not coincide with
freedom, the
male conquistador has been
attempting to colonise what
Freud defines as the ‘dark
continent’ of female life and
sexuality.

In spite of the many generations who belong to this eternally militant continuum, to this day
women are faced with the infringement of the basic right to their own bodies. A recent
example of this is represented by the protests that took place in Poland in the last weeks, after
the conservative Law and Justice party (PiS) attempted to further restrict abortive practices
when the foetus is diagnosed with an irreversible condition.
In order to fully understand the terms involved, it is crucial to look to the historical and
societal context in which the dispute is happening. Amidst the horrors of post-communist
Poland (1989), which was essentially committed to the extirpation of the previous communist
regime, was the fight against what had been one of the most liberal abortion policies in
Europe. The debate on abortion therefore has been focally recurring, with a ban introduced
by the Polish Parliament in 1993, and the settling of this decision in Constitutional Law in
1997. Within this framework, the debate has taken on three major ideological positions,
which reflect radically different approaches to women’s rights and democracy, in general.
The first view is the profoundly Catholic conservatist which opposes abortion by arguing
for the unconditional right to life and dignity of the unborn child; in opposition to this,
the liberal pro-choice position takes on the same logic by adopting, on the contrary, a
negative discourse on right, defending rights of non-interference and state neutrality. The
third pro-choice discourse finally is that of feminist ideologies, developing in the pure
language of women’s rights. This last view, in fact, is not merely contextual or structural, but
seeks to put forth a view in which women are able to gain not only reproductive self-
determination, but also autonomy and parity. Within this last strain of thought the debate
sheds light on the real issues, that involve not the liberal but the feminist perspective as a
main locality for the reconsideration of women, and how they are defined or define
themselves. 
Here the real problem arises, and must be solved, within feminist terms. In fact, the social
and political rights granted to women lose meaning if the debate on abortion focuses firstly
on a foetal dimension or an institutional/deontological stance. The preeminence of a fertilised
cell over the integrity and autonomy of a living human, already embedded within society and
possessing an identity, and publicly considered as a social being, clearly undermines their
dignity. No universal claim for life could possibly overtake the claim for a good, or free
life. The principle of sacrality of life which is so often wielded in defence of foetuses, is
self-defeating if the sacrality of a woman’s life is not taken into account first, but rather
is limited in its potential decision-making and autonomous self-defining capacities. As
well as this, the moral implications involved in the killing of a foetus are not biologically
comparable to those of infanticide, and therefore cannot be put in the same terms of ‘murder’.
Therefore, against this conservative debate, the sacrality of womanhood should be
preeminent. Furthermore, if we refer to the liberal pro-choice view, we could also consider
arguments not against the view that abortion is wrong, but against the laws which prohibit
abortion. However, this argument would flee from the point and not consider the real matter
which is at stake, that is the undermining of female experience and its legitimacy. In fact, we



which is at stake, that is the undermining of female experience and its legitimacy. In fact, we
should aim to implement this monolithic ethic of rights, of a purely legal nature, with what
feminist philosopher Carol Gilligan defines as an ‘ethic of care’, embracing a more feminine
concept of relationships which is non-hierarchical and non-economic, keeping in mind that
our values are always carried outside the home.
 
The difference between what, in the Polish case, is defined as the liberal pro-choice and
the feminist pro-choice view is that whilst the first is concerned with emancipation, in
terms of rights and duties, the latter focuses on a holistic and substantial liberation,
which aims to understand and comprehend sexual differences and not simply formalise
them. In the words of contemporary psychoanalyst, Luce Irigaray, the instrument used in this
struggle should no longer be a mirror, held up by women for men to define and assert
themselves, but a speculum, the instrument of female self-exploration and redefinition. Only
through the understanding of themselves, women will be able to realise that their diversity is
not an absence, a hollow and empty deficiency, but a positive and enriching dissimilarity. 
Being moved by the deep fear and uneasiness that comes with the incomprehension of
difference leads to humanist catastrophes, such as the rape reported in January 2019 and
uncharged in a criminal court in Lima, Peru, because the victim was wearing red underwear.
Our society in fact is dominated by what Julia Kristeva terms a ‘symbolic order’, in relation
to the father, defined by language and dominant ideology, as opposed to the ‘semiotic order’
which includes all natural communication and signs that the mother enacts when interacting
with her child. We learn to exist in this world through the latter, and then define ourselves
according to the first, in society. The semiotic, unthinking act of female reproduction
implies the creative act of generation which transcends any cultural significance. It is
possible in fact to consider any woman’s generation as purely biological, and not socially
determined. However, in our social living, the issues of femininity have become more and
more embedded within the political order, becoming conditioned by a new ‘biopolitics’ which
seeks to merge biology and politics by administering and controlling biological functions
within a social body. In this framework, which lies at the core of our modern constitutional
politics, we must realise that the key to this debate is that the feminine question truly belongs
to and must be considered in the political space; there cannot be plausible attempts to define
this outwith the boundaries of politics. Only by realising that politics is not, in truth, limited
to solely constitutional terms, and by acting and aborting compliance to this fundamental
biopolitics, we can bury the seeds of equality.
 
We must realise how far back we belong and owe to this ‘eternal feminine’, as defined by
Goëthe. The feminine, just like the earth, must receive the reverence it deserves, as the true
possessor of the creative force of life, as the continuum which sews together our origins and
future. This veneration is the very soil upon which the whole of life rests. 
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